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- Banerjee film reviewed. See page 5.
- Faculty consulting popular. See centerfold.
-Mr., Potato Head goes national. See page 8.
- Broncos miss by an inch. See page 9.
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Institute moves in
by Karen Kammann
The University News
Markelb~gprpfes~or Gary McCain gels "popped"~trece!lt 8tudclIt r~ir~
This fraternity booth made, about 540. Photo by Stephen J~Grant
Reagan
may visit
by SIeve F. Lyon
The University Nell's
President Reagan's planned visit to
Idaho has not yet been confirmed by
the White House, according to
Senator Steve Syrnrn's campaign
headquarters in Boise.
"We should get word about five to
seven days before his scheduled ar-
rival on Oct. Is:' a spokesman for
Symms said.
A tenative agenda has been plann-
ed for the presidential visit; he is
scheduled to address a GOP rally in
the Morrison Center and make a
brief appearance at a $1000a plate
fund raising luncheon:
Syrnms will return to Boise Oct. 14
from Washington D.C.· to meet the
president. The president is expected
to be in Boise for only 50 minutes.
"An advance team is coming to
Boise in the next few days 10 check
the facilities out:' the spokesman
said. "This is strictly a fundraiser for
the Senator and we are going ahead
with the plans as though he will be
coming:' he added.
Joint study reveals public transit feasible
by Jessie Faulkner
The University Nell's
cidence of parking during peak class
hours is in the residential area south
of campus, Boyer said.
"There arc some places where cars
are so packed in that there's more
than 100 percent of the available
parking spaces used;' Bowman said.
"If we got more people using buses
and ridesharing, vanpooling, there
would be fewer cars to be parked on
campus:' he said.
Ada County Highway District
Ridesharing Coordinator Pat Nelson
said her primary focus was students
living three miles or more from the
BSU campus.
"We started a vanpool from
Mountain Home and there arc six
BSU students on it already;' she said.
"We offer one-week free trial rides on
the vans:'
Carpooling services also are
available for students living in Boise.
"Anybody in Boise can call our of-
fice and get a free carpool match:'
Nelson said.
The end product of the study is an
informational mail out to BSU
students living within and outside the
Ada County area, agency represen-
tatives said. BSU is assisting by pro-
viding the addresses of student liv-
ing within three blocks of a bus route
and of those suitable for van and car
pooling.
"The reason for three blocks:' Ex-
ecutive Assistant for Boise Urban
Stages Beth Hannah said, "is that
previous surveys have shown that the
average walking distance does not ex-
ceed a block and 3,'4 up to three
blocks. Once you get beyond three
blocks, people are more likely to
drive"
"We'd like to present them (the
students) with the information that
they are within three blocks of a bus
route;' Hannah said, "that if they are
currently driving they might find that
it's more convenient and economical
to take the bus. Right now, a student
pass for BSU students is $13 a
month. If they go to class five days
a week, to and from school, that
averages out to about 31 cents a ride
as opposed to 55 cents. Sixty-two
cents a day for their transportation
is Quite inexpensive:'
Hannah added, "The students
that would benefit the most would
be the day students whose classes'
would be out by 6 p.m."
The usc of public transportation
has a variety of benefits, the
representitives said.
"For each vanpool we fill .up;'
Nelson said, "it's seven to 10 cents off
the road:'
If only three percent of BSU
students used public transportation,
Nelson said, that would mean 250
,less cars parked on or around
campus. .
"If they're aware of where the
routes are and the cost and that they
can save money ~nd it's more conve·
nient,theymay shift over,' Boyer
said. "Mayb!l wecanericourage a lot
of them to ride and relieve some of
the pressure on parking:'
Winter is traditionally a time of
high ridership on Boise Urban
Stages, Hannah said.
"We may be' able to introduce a
number of students to this system
(Boise Urban Stages) before they're
in a panic to tackle the roads. If they
get used to it early, they may con-
tinue, which is what we hope;' she
said.
The university is helping by pro-
viding the use of a bulk mailing per-
mit, releasing the addresses of
targeted students and providing com-
puter time free of charge, Bowman
said.
"The university is a member of
Ada Planning Association and we
pay dues, membership fees to the
association; a portion of that
membership fee is supporting Ada
Planning Association's involvement
in this activity;' he said.
"Since I am on the board of direc-
tors and the university is interested
in this, they have made my time
available to help out as well;'
Bowman said.
The information packets identify-
ing. bus routes close to students'
residences and ridesharing oppor-
tunities will be in the mail this week,
Hannah said.
Boise. Urban Stages monthly
passes and applications for carpools
and vanpools are available' at the
Union Station in the SUB.
"I think the original impact on
senior administrators, vice presidents
and the president came because of
the Pavilion and the Morrison
Center. Once they looked at the pro-
blem, especially once they got the in·
formation from what the Ada Plan-
ning Association did, they realized
the problem is much broader than
that and I think they are looking at
it very broadly noW,' Bowman said.
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A recently-completed transporta-
tion study done by Boise Urban
Stages, Ada County Highway District
and the Ada Planning Association
reveals that 49 percent of BSU
students living in Ada County reside
within three blocks of a bus route yet
less than one percent of the student
body regularly uses public
transportation.
The study, initially prompted by
parking problems surrounding the
construction of the Morrison Center,
included Ada Planning Association
parking counts in areas north and
south of campus, physical vehicle oc-
cupancy counts in the vicinity of
campus and Boise Urban Stages on-
board bus surveys of those riders cat-
ching the bus in the university area.
"We tried to figure out what kind
of potential there was for rideshar-
ing and transit:' Ada Planning
Association's Associate Planner Jeff
Boyer said.
The BSU Director of the Office of
Institutional Research and the
university'Srepresentative on the Ada
Planning Association Clair Bowman
said, "If it had an objective, one of
them was to find out how bad the
(parking) problem was and to try to
identify the people who were likely
users for ridcsharing"
According to the study, 61 percent
of those students living in Ada Coun-
ty do not havc access to a personal
vehiclc. The Ada Planning Associa-
tion vehicle occupancy counts founel
that only 15.5 percent of the drivers
are involved. in .ridesharing. Sixty-
three percent of students living in
Ada County could be considered
candidates for carpools and
vanpooIs.
Ada Planning Association parking
counts reveal that the highest in-
South East
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Airport
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Phelps said, using the example of an
arcade rifle range. She said a
simulator might have a rifle hooked
BSU and Gowen Field will host a up to a computer which can simulate
project to improve training in the Na- real conditions such as day and night,
tional Guard and the U.S. Army or smoke, dust and wind, as well as
Reserves, due to the joint efforts of give feedback and advice for
BSU, the Idaho Army National improvement.
Guard and the Army Research In- The Boise branch of the ARI is the
suture, according 10 Ruth Phelps, only one to have offices at a college
ARl's director in Boise. or university, according to Phelps.
- Phelps said ARI will be making "It's definitely weird that we're on
"probably a $7-8 million investment a campus. That's very unusual for
over a three-year period" to look at us;' Phelps said. But BSU and ARI
waysto use technology in training the are both interested in the uses of
Reserves and the National Guard. technology in education, Phelps said.
People in these groups put in only 39BSU President John Keiser said hc
days a year of service after an initial had not detected any concern on
six-weekcourse, and arc supposed to campus about working with the Ar-
be "just as proficient as people who my. "We're not developing defense
arc in thc Army full time;' Phelps technology, the kind of thing that led
said. to problems in the late 60s and 70s.
According to Phelps. ARI will What we're doing is sharing cduca-
begin with a needs analysis, to sec tional technology, the results of
wljich parts of the current training which will bc available and applicable
program are working and which to everything that we do. We fcel at
aren't. The next step will be to figure Boise State University, like most pro-
out which kinds of available gressive universities do, that we'll
technology are appropriate to those either be serving a national market
specific training needs and to pick through this new technology, or we'll
some kinds of that technology to be part of the national market serv-
study in depth, Phelps said. ed by others, We feel that we'd rather
Some of the kinds of technology be active in that rather than reactive;'
ARI may look at' are simulators, he said.
computer-based instruction and The idea behind the ARI's work in
micro-computers, Phelps said.. Boise is "still evolving and the con-
_.om_ - _.. the simulators are much like ai~"'- -~.-
cade games that imprOveskiils, See Army , page 3.
North End
19%(782)
North West
4.3% (179)
Foothills
7ltfo (287)
West Bench
16.2% (667)
Graph Illustrates bus ridershippolentlal of 1J0isearea students living ·within
. three blocks of a bus route. Gl'lIph by Gordon Schwenk
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museums and theaters in Moscow.
The new year will be celebrated in
Moscow.
Cosi of the tour is S3,5oo which in-
dudes airfare from Boise, first-class
. hotels, meals, theater and museum
tickets, visa fees and BSU credit.
For more information contact the
Center for Continuing Education,
1910 University Drive, Boise, 10
83725 or call 385-3293.
Mayoral symposium set
to be the major issues in the cam-
paign. Following the candidate's
remarks, there will be a question and
answer period.
The public is invited, and no ad-
mission will be charged, although
donations to the BSU. Political
Science Association will be accepted
to assist in the publication of an an-
nuai political science journal,
For more information, contact
John Groesbeck at 385-1440.
"Leveling threats at the senate to
embark travel requisitions is unwar-
ranted and strongly lacks in tact;' the
letter said.
In other business, the senate ap-
proved Jung's 5PB appointments in-
cluding that of a new director,
Ahmad Fer-Rouse Khairuddin. -
The senate voted to pro vide $250
from the reserve fund to 51. Alphen-
sus to help offset costs involved in the
Math of Duwayne Stogsdill, a corn-
A conference on Cognitive
Therapy of Depression will be
presented by the BSU Counseling
and Testing Center on Oct. 25 and
26 in the SUB Ballroom.
The two-dav conference- will
begin at 9 a.m, and will feature
Dr. Arthur Freeman, editor of
"Cognith'e Therapy with Couples
and Groups" and author of
several articles. He is currently
editing "The Handbook of
Cogniti ve Therapy"
Topics to be covered are: history
of cogniti ve therapy, therapeutic
collaboration, testing automatic
thoughts, behavioral techniques,
the use of homework, new clinical
application, anxiety, groups and
families.
Cost for the entire conference
is S9O, or S50 for one day. One
semester graduate credit hour can
be earned. For more information
call the Counseling and Testing
Center at 385·i601.
letter rebukes Jung, Ralphs
munication major who died during
the summer.
Names were drawn, informall v, 10
determine the two senators who'will
attend The National Leadership
Conference on Student Government
which will be held in St. Louis, Oct.
li-20. Senators Mike Ames and Tim
Buscher were chosen to attend.
The registration fee for the con-
ference is SI70 per delegate, not in-
cluding hotel accommo<ial ions,
In Brief
Campus---------;:===========~-----
Conference
Russian journey planned offers credit
Celebrate with the Bookstore
and Mark Twain
AGe chapter
expects to host
18 universities
Clements gives
medic's view
Dr. Charles Clements will speak on The student chapters of the
the ....ar front in EI Salvador from a Association of General Contractors
medic's point of view Oct. II at 7:30 - of America from 18 colleges and
p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. A recep- universities throughout the West will
tion will follow, and Clements will hold the Second Annual Northwest
autograph copies of his book. AGC Student Chapter Convention,
Clements is a former medic. and Oct. 17-19 at BSU.
was in EI Salvador from 1981-83. He More than 100 participants and
is president of Americans for Peace _ advisers are expected to participate
in the Americas. in lectures by officers from the
The lecture is sponsored by the Morrison-Knudsen Co. and Western
Student Programs Board and Phi States Equipment Co., and the state
Alpha Theta. and national AGC. The agenda will
Clements was a pilot in Viet- also include student competition and
nam in 1969 who subsequently refus- essay presentation.
ed to fiy missions on moral grounds. The BSU chapter will act as host
He pursued hi~dedication to non- to the convention.
violence and after graduating from For more information, contact
the University of Washington School Marvin Gabert at 385-1319.
of Medicine, worked for several years
in Third-World countries.
Clements wOJ;fl::d with Salva-
doran refugees in the Natividad
Medical Center in Salinas, Ca., where
he became interested in the Central
American conflict. He secretly
entered EI Sal vador in 1982 after be-
ing denied official access as a
volunteer in the state hospitals. Once
in El Salvador, Clements worked
in rebel camps.
After returrung to the United
States, Clements testified in Con-
gress and has written a book about
his experiences, "Witness to War: An
American Doctor in El Salvador."
for more information, contact the
Student Programs Board at
385-365~.
Farmers to rally
at J.D. bandshell
The Bitler Harvest farm rally is
scheduled for Oct. IS, Tuesday, noon
at the bandshell in Julia Davis Park.
The event has been organized to
coincide with the planned visit of
President Reagan to Boise. The rally
is open to everyone. Farmers and
their wives will bring Idaho bean and
potato soup to share with rally sup-
porters. The Magic Valley Borrows
Association is handling many of the
details of this first-ever farmers rally
in Boise. Those interested in more in-
formation should call, 324-8693.
HUlvlAN NATURE
/ -.l...
~Ian is the only animal that blushes or needs to. (PUDD'NHEAD
WILSON)
If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosperous, he will
not bite you. This is the principal difference between a dog and a
man. (Ibid)
It takes your enemy and your friend. working together, to hurt
you to the heart. the one to slander you and the other 10 cet the
news to you. (Ibid) -
Grief can take care of itself. but to gel the full value of a joy you
must have somebody to divide it with.tlbid)
Adam was but human-e-this explains it all. He did nOI want the
apple for the apple'ssake. he wanted it because it was forbidden.
(Ibid)
Why is it we rejoice at birth and grieve at a funeral"? Is it because
we are nOI the person involved? (Ibid)
Nothing so needs reforming as other people's habits. (Ibid l
When angry, count four, when very angry swear. (ibid) -
Few things arc harder to pUI up with than the annovancc of a
good example. (Ibid) .
~t ,were not best we should all think. alike; il i" difference \)1'
0rlOlon that makes horse races. (Ibid)
A round man cannOI cXpe>:t to fil in a square hl)!e riclll awav.
He must have time 10 modify his "hape. CvtORE TR ·\\lPS
ABROAD) ..
The :\dyentures Of Hud.leberry Finn-The Adyentures Of Tom
Sawyer-The Adwmures Of Tom Sawyer & The Ad\entures Of
Huckleberry Finn-:\' Connecticut Yfmkee In King Anhur's
Court-The Gilded :\ge-The Innocents Abroad-Life On The
~Essis.sjppi.TheMyster1ous Stranger & Other Swries-The Prin.::e
.~n~ The Pauper-The Prince And The Pauper &. A. Conne.:licut
't am~ee-Pudd'nHead Wilson-RoughimI ltoThe Signel Classic Booh
Of ~lark Twain's Short Stories· Tom Sa~\'\"erAbH.1;d &. Tom Sawwr.
Deteclive . .
The. BSU office of. Continuing
Education is sponsoring a study trip
to Russia. Siberia and Mongolia.
Under the guidance of History
Professor Phoebe Lundy, par-
ticipants will leave Boise Dec. 26
and return Jan. 12, 1986. Includ-
ed on the tour are the palaces
of Leningrad, Siberian forests, a
train journey to Ulan Bator, the
capital 01 Mongolia and visits to
The BSU Political Science
Association will present a Boise
Mayoral Candidate Symposium Oct.
16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Ballroom
of the SUB.
All currently registered candidates
have been invited. Dirk Kempthorne,
Glenn Selander, Donald Winder and
John Abel have agreed to participate.
Each candidate will be given 15
minutes to discuss what he ~rcei\'es
The ASBSU Sen ale endorsed a let-
ter which condemn.:d the executive
branch for atlcmptingAo block a
trawl request among other business
at their Oct. 2 meeting.
The letter, signed by all the
senators. said that Vice President
Diane Ralphs and President Jung
had informed the senate that. should
thcy decide to send a senator to a
Denver conference, they would block
the travel request.
10070 discount on these books
. by Steve F. 4'on
The University News
. One of the activities receiving con-
siderable publicity during iast week's
student organizational fair was the
wheelchair races sponsored by the
Barrier Busters club.
By 2 p.m., 30 contestants had tried
.the physically strenuous obstacle
course which started in front of the
Business Building. Participants were
required to wheel their chairs
through the Business Building into
the bathroom where 'theyhad to
retrieve a paper-towel, then out the
door, down the ramp and into the old
Science Building:The final leg of the
course required maneuvering through
and over some minor obstructions to
the finish line, where their time was
recorded. Thecontestcnt with the
fastest time for each hour received a
prize,
"The purpose of the event is to let
people know what it is like to be in
wheelchair, It's' one thing to tell
someone what it's like and another
for them to try it themselves,"
club President Dana Glover said.
Among the university officals run-
ning the course was President John
Keiser, who lagged behind the pack
with a six minute and thirteen s~ond
finish. The fastest time was two
minutes and fourteen seconds set by
Craig Miller who does not belong to
Barrier Busters.
"We wanted the school officials to
try it. After all, these are the people
who make the rules and budget the
money. We even had the university
construction manager run the course
. to see that the business building ramp'
is too steep and the restrooms in the
science building are inaccessible:'
Glover said.
David Biggers, also a member of
Barrier Busters, was on hand to en-
courage contestants to complete the
course. He said he hoped the races
-would show people that even simple
tasks like opening doors can be dif-
ficult, when confined to a wheel
chair.
"Students are very helpful. A lot
of people don't know how to handle
disabled people. For instance, a lot
of people arc afraid to open a door
for a disabled person because they
don't want to embarrass the person,
but most handicapped people ap-
preciate it when someone offers to
open a door. Some handicapped peo-
ple cannot open doors by themselves.
All you have to do is ask:' she said.
Crop Walk, Teleconference mark event
~w,r~'~~~~~'~~~
Rac.eallows entrants to 'try it themselves'
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pic to realize that hunger goes on,
and on, and on. If all we do is give
food, and give food; then you have
to be willing to keep giving food, and
keep giving more food;' she said.
Michaelson also said that because
ASBSU President Richard Jung struggles to remount his wheelchair as BSU President John Keiser approaches
duriug the wheelchair race at the recent student activities fair. Photo by John Replogle
the hunger problem in America is,
fortunately, not as dramatically visi-
ble as it is in some Third World na-
tions, many people assume that it
does not exist. "Do you walk down
the street in Boise and seewhich peo-
ple are hungry?" Michaelson said.
She said that many of these hungry
can not work for food' money
because they lack the stamina
necessary for many menial jobs, due
to being hungry. Michaelson said
people who suffer from boderline
hunger are "making it, but that's all:'
Michaelson said children and the
elderly are especially vulnerable to
$II.GOCASH
For
YOURPlASMA
DONATION
In:s .. Uti,,'" SAI •• 11:30-5:00 - WH). IO:IHI·II:OII
("J.ust:u l\Ul' .•TIll "HI; .. srv, .-----------~-~-~--~------------~-----~I Help save lives, be a plasma donor. II only lakes 1-YI bours. .. I
I We pay 51.00on)"OU1"firsl. donalloD .aDd. 59,000D your .se· I
. 1'$ cond lu Ibe .. me calendar week. . . $ Il' . wrTII TH.IS COUPON,' new donorswlll recelve anaddilional I
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AMERICAN PLASMA OONORCENTER
health damage caused by
malnourishment. She' said hunger
can affect how children grow and
learn, and how their brains develop.
The.elderly who go hungry are con-
sistently more vulnerable to disease
and senility, and they may have to live
as shut-ins because they lack the
energy for any kind of activity, she
said.
Michaelson said she was shocked
by what was happening to farmers in
Idaho and-throughout the country.
"They can't understand-many of
them are very bitter and angry-why,
if they're doing a good job of farm-
ing, arc they losing their farms:'
Michaelson said. The operators of
the Farmer's Hotline are reporting
emotional and psychological pro-
blems among the families of Idaho
farmers due to this crisis, she said.
Continued from page 1.
cept is changing ...we're still in the
planning stages. So exactly how wrJre
going to be working at the universi-
ty isn't real clear, but we do know
that we are trying to get cooperative
programs together,' Phelps. said.
Currently, three .out of the four
ARI people expected and one major
from the National Guard are work-
ing on the project, and Phelps said
she expects six or seven more people
by Jan. 1, when the staff will be
complete.
ARI will be working in the
.Simplot-Micron Technology Center
and in their offices elsewhereon cam-
pus. Although work has' already
begun, ARI won't be in full swing
until all the staff is here. Phelps said.
by Greg White
The University News
October 16 is the anniversary of
the establishment of the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations. It is also World Food
Day, an international observance of
that anniversary and of hunger pro-
blems around the world, according
to Wanda Michaelson, executive
director of Idaho Hunger Action
Council.
"There will be activities in over 150
nations, it's not just in the United
States. The president has signed a
proclamation. Governor Evans is
signing the proclamation. of World
Food Day in Idaho on October 11;'
Michaelson said.
Michaelson said many hunger
relief organizations in the Boise area
arc observing World Food Day.with
activities .. She said that the Food
Bank Council, an organization of
Boise food bank programs, will have
an open house Oct. 10at Saint Paul's
Baptist Church on Broadway.
"The Ecumenical Association of
Churches is sponsoring a Crop-Walk
Oct. 13 at 2 p.m, This is a regular
walk-a-then: the purpose is to raise
money for Church-World services.
Seventy-five percent of the money
will go to the national hunger relief
programs and 25.percent will go to
local hunger relief programs; Last
year that 25 percent was well over
$1000:' Michaelson said.
"On Oct. 16itself there is a World
Food Day teleconference at BSU that
is sponsored by the BSU department
of Social Work and the. Idaho
Hunger Action Council. The
teleconference is billed as a national
town meeting program:' Michaelson
said. She said the teleconference
would be held in the EMS room on
the second floor of the library.
The teleconference is open to the
public free of charge, and begins at
10 a.rn., Michaelson said. The first
hour will be a livebroadcast from the
World Food Day headquarters in
Washington, D.C., where a panel of
experts on the hunger problem have
been assembled, she said.
The second hour will be for local
programming. "The second hour,
beginning at 11a.m .• will be emceed
by Dave Johnson, who is a professor
of Social Work at BSU;' Michaelson
said. /'
One half of thelocalprogramm-
ing will be given over to Dick Rush,
director of the Idaho Department of
Agriculture, Michaelsonsaid .. "He's
going to be talking about the crisis'
in American farming; the producers
of the food are now having hunger
problems themselves and are finding
it very difficult to receive assistance
from some of the public programs;'
she said.
During the third and final hour
local meetings, like the one to be held
here on campus, can telephone ques-
tions to the panel in Washington,
Michaelson said. The panel will try
to respond live. to as many of the
questions as possible, and the panel's
answers to all questions telephoned
to them will be included in their
report on the teleconference to be
released afterwards, she said.
Michaelson said she believes the
purpose of the World Food Day is to
raise public awareness of the hunger
problem. "I think it's hard for peo-
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i can think of a lot of things to do with $464. One thing I
would not do is sponsor afternoon concerts with that much
money. It's simply a matter of percentages. ,
How many students are benefited by an afternoon concert?
About a hundred had sauntered over to the soccer field to
listen when Iwent by the Bate's Motel concert. At four con-
certs, that's 400 people, some of which (possibly most of
which) are the same people. There are about 10,000 students
taking advantage of this learning institution.
Once upon a time, the ASBSU Senate considered giving the
money to the library to extend their periodical collection. Of
those 10,000 people, how many use the library at some. point
during the year? A lot more than 400,1 assure you. The
senate should have considered which course of action would
have iJenefited the most students not which course of action
would have benefited their waning reputation with the student
body. '
You may ask as I did, "What is the senate doing schedul-
ing -entertainme~t for the student body anyway?" That is a
point, indeed. The Student Programs Board received ne~rly
$60,000 this year for just that-keeping students entertamed
(while ultimately stimulating their mirids as well). That's their
job, not the job of the legislative or executive branches of stu-
dent government.
Another point is the math of the Whole thing. These four
concerts are expected to cost around $600. Six hundred minus
464 is 136. That's $136 that will have to be allocated from the
general fund-or somewhere. (Of course, the average plane
ticket to St. Louis or Denver doesn't begin to cornpare.)
In short, it is not the business of government to sponsor
concerts-certainly not its business when they've given $60,000
to someone else for that general purpose. Further, the senate
should have spent that money on something th_at would have
benefited more than 400 students for which it works. Think
not of glory, 0 senate, but of higher goals.
Kudos to ASBSU President Richard Jung for taking the in-
itiative to organize the recent concerts held outside the SUB.
What better way to enjoy the formerly-nice rsu weather than
listening to music outside?
ASBSU is a student-funded entity and, as such, has an
obligation towards meeting the needs and desires of its consti-
tuents, the student body at large. Trying to name ways 'that the
student government has visibly done so in the past is difficult,
that is until now. By co-sponsoring the concerts, with the
assistance of Whiskey River, ASBSU has taken a postive step
towards giving the students something tangible for their money.
The concerts are not making a significant dent in the
ASBSU budget. With an annual budget of $214,000, all of
which is student fees the $150 it costs per concert is a small
prize to pay for such fun. Many would saythe best part of the
concerts is their cost-zero; How many of you can actually af-
ford to attend Morrison Center perfomances?Free entertain-
ment meets the average student budget.
Let's 'talk therapuetic, Being a student is stressful business at
best. Music is fun. The time spent listening to music, com-
plimentsof ASBSU, is important for dearing the mind to
study for those major exams lurking in the future. A little
diversion docs everyone some good.
Determining just what it is the students want is difficult. By
sponsoring the outdoor concerts, ASBSU is trying to to do
just that. Some will like the concerts arid some 'will not, but
the student government is to be praised for being innovative.
The concerts don't solve either ours or the world problems;
but they are necessary fun. The next one is scheduled for Oct.
16. Take a peck, it will do you some good. '
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Goemaat's position rebuked
As ISeeIt
Fall brings mud-slinging,
dirty three-piece suits
Sullivan Principals" Of those 128, less than
half have filed reports, according to
Economic Notes.
The Sullivan Principals are a tool for U.S.
corporations to defend their continued
presence in South Africa.
As an African National Congress leader
I spoke with this summer said, the Sullivan
Principals "are irrelevant:' The "European
code of behavior.is irrelevant" He went on
to explain that the principles are neo-
colonialist in nature-they continue the racist
apartheid system, and continue the
hegemony of a minority over the largely
native majority.
Bishop Desmond 'Iutu's call for U.S.
divestment in South Africa and his statement
that violence may be a viable option to ef-
fect change in the apartheid South Africa are
strong evidences that even clergy, usually the
last to take a strong position on any issue
unless strongly pressed by the collective moral
outrage of their congregations, have had to
.face the real possibility that the only way to
stop the institutionalized racism of South
Africa is to replace the institutions that pro-
fit from such a system.
The African National Congress recognizes
that those few in power will not give up their
power without a struggle. The ANC is not
a racial organization. Its national executive
has members who are black, white, and 1i1-
dian. It fights for the emancipation of all vic-
tims of apartheid South Africa's oppression.
Victory to the ANC.
Editor, The University News
Lowell Goemaat, a fellow student at BSU,
stated in a letter to The University News
,printed in issue two, that "Under President
P. W. Botha, South' Africa has seen the
dismantling of a number of the cornerstones
of the apartheid policy" He goes on to men-
tion the new voting rights policy and
representation of blacks in parliament as ex-
amples. He uses these examples to build his
thesis on why the U.S. should not divest from
South Africa. However, he fails to take notice
of the structural/institutional racist core of
South Africa's poliey towards its own peo-
ple. To say that U.S.- divestment is not
necessary because U.S. corporations follow
the Sullivan Principals is to assume that the
Sullivan Principals work and that apartheid
is being dismantled.
"First, what are the 6 Sullivan Principals?
As printed in Economic NOles. they are:
1. Non-segregation in the work facility; 2.
Equal pay for equal work; 3. Equal employ-
ment practices; 4. Training programs for
black workers; 5. Increasing the number of
black workers in management positions; 6.
Improving the quality.of life for workers out-
side the work place.
Now, how arc these principals applied?
Each year,eompanies which have agreed to
comply with the Sullivan Principals submit
a repon and receive a rating according to
tfeir compliance. In order to receive a
satisfactory rating, a company must meet the
first three principals.
"Of the 284 U.S. companies operating in
South Africa, only 128-wit\; a total of
58,000 black workers-have signed the
politican? There are no classes, I've never seen
an advertisement: "Politican wanted, no ex-
perience necessary, will train. Prefer someone
with a B.A. in B.S:'
In this day and age, politicians can reall¥, ,.
be considered salesmen. They are making, iIi' "
effect, a pitch 10 citizens-t-sclling the virtues
of a particular way the system snouic be run.
This of course will benefit the special interests
that are contributing money to the candidate.
It's a day of special interests buying influence
at the expense of the middle-class majority.
It's not always the fairest way but it's the only
one we've got. .s- i.
Political action groups such as the NRA,
The Cattlemens Association and timber and
mining industries are powerful groups who
want legislation enacted in their profit-
making favor. Without the money and
numbers of Political Action Committees to
.back him up, the average person simply docs
not have the clout to make himself heard by
the politicos.
Personally I'll cast my vote Nov. 4 for the
candidate that best represents my views, the
person that gets a message out to the peo-
pIe, shakes a few hands, one who espouses
a sincere platform of progressively moderate,
liberal conservatism.
by Steve F. ~on
The University News
Fall, it's that wonderful season of transi-
tion when leaves are falling to the ground;
there's a noticeably cold nip in the air and,
of course, politicians are slinging mud on one
another's three-piece suits. Yes indeed, it is
a special time of the year.
As you have probably observed, campus,
city and other miscellaneous elections are ap-
proaching. Each can, be considered a different
level of competilon for aspriring power
players in the political arena. As a beginn-
ing, the senate seats up for grabs on campus
might be a good start for amateur politicians.
The city elections are generally for in'
termediate players and next year's senate,
congressional and gubernatorial races are
strictly for big-league, big campaign-bucks
seasoned pros.
Like any contest, there will be the in-
evitable winners and losers. The successful
bask in the admiration of supporters and the
backslapping congratulations of possible ap-
pointees. The rejected will suffer the ·Iate·
night newscaster's somber voice announcing
their name among the ranks of the election
night losers.
How docs someone go about becoming a
Respectfully,
Ralph Reed Blount
BSU student
lhe University
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Parkinson recital a debut KBSU to air
trio, quartet
Music of-the Classic and Roman-
tic periods will highlight the faculty
recital of Del Parkinson, pianist and
associate music professor at BSU.
Parkinson's debut will be Oct. II at
8 p.m, in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall.
His repertoire will include
Beethoven's "Sonata in C major;"
"Mirroirs" (mirrors), a fine move- -
ment piece by Ravel, and Liszt's
"Mephisto Waltz No. I:'
Admission to the concert is $4 for
the public, $2 for students and senior
citizens, and free to BSU students
and faculty. '
Ensemble performances by the
Oregon String Quartet arid chamber
trio Matrix will comprise the third
airing of "Morrison Center Live" on
KBSU Oct. 15 from 9 to 10 p.m.
The evening will begin with 'the
Oregon String Quartet's execution of
Dvorak's "Quartet No.8 in GMa-
jor, Op. 106:' and Zoltan Kodaly's
"Quartet No.2, Op. 10:' Matrix will
then perform "Three Pieces for
Clarinet, Viola, and Piano:' by Max
Bruch; and "Rosenkranzlieder;' by
Oliver Knussen.
"Morrison Center Live" is hosted
by music student Rob Lane and can
be heard at FM-91.3.
Foreigner hits .the Pavilion
The rock band Foreigner will be in
concert at the Pavilion Oct. 10 at 8
p.m, Tickets arc $13.50 and arc
available at all Select-A-Seat outlets.
Foreigner has been together for
eight years and has made six albums.
The group's most recent album is
Agent Provocateur, which includes
the single "That Was Yesterday;'
Foreigner features Mick Jones on
lead guitars, bass, keyboards and
background vocals; Lou Gramm,
who sings lead vocals and plays per-
cussion; Dennis Elliott on drums;
and Rick Wills on bass and
background vocals.
Contemporary series set
The Boise Gallery
of Art will offer a
, series of seven lec-
tures by Dr. Ashley
St. James on 20th
century art in
America and con-
temporary artists of
the western world.
The series will range
from early American
pioneers through
Abstract Expres-
sionism and the pro-
liferation of artistic
movements in 'the
60s aild 70s.' Photo-
Realism and the uni-
que contributions of
some important con-
temporary in-
dividuals will end the
series in our decade.
SI. James will
discuss the history,
the artists and the
subject matter and
content of the works
of this period.
St. James has degrees in Art
History from UCLA and the Cour-
tauld Institute of Art in London. She
has taught art history and written
books, exhibition catalogs and ar-
'ticles on modern art.
The lecture-series is scheduled for
Thursday evenings from Oct.
,
IO-Dec.5 at the Boise Gallery of Art.
Cost for the series is $36 for non-
members and $32 for Gallery
members. Tickets for individual lec-
tures will be sold if space allows. For
more in formation, call David
Willard, curator of education at the
Boise Gallery of Art, 345-8330.
India-made film offers rich background
by Edith Decker
The University News
whom he has allowed to come out of
seclusion, or Purdah.
Sandip, the maharajah's friend and
guest, is the leader of a political
movement to boycott foreign goods,
The maharajah is against such action
and the two end up on opposite sides
of a violent skirmish with Bamala,
the wife, being dragged (later help-
ing to drag) into the middle with her
husband following along to pick up
after her naive decisions.
The maharajah is played by Vic-
tor Banerjee (Passage to India) with
self-assurance and calm, not at all the
jittery Dr. Aziz. Soumitra Chatterjee
plays Sandip with fire and a typical
two-timer sneer when required. The
two men outclass Swatilckha Chat-
'terjee who plays the maharajah's
\vife. She's too Oat and her character
changesto extremes at the drop of a
veil.
The background is rich, plenty of
white marble and amber sunlight. On
the other end of the spectrum, the
scenes of local squalor and violence
contrast sharply. It's a good film to
look at, like those big books that
Grandma has on the coffee table.
Director SatyajitRay (l get a kick
out of all these weird names) drops
in plenty of subliminal cues which
almost make up for the nearly-
inadequate photography-though
some of the angles he's chosen arc
interesting.
Subtitles arc a definite annoyance
and strain on the eyes. Getting names
from credits in Sanskrit is a new
adventure, too. (Thank God for
movie guides.)
The Home and The World is not
an ordinary film and, in my
Hollywood-London-based bias, well
done as foreign films go. Iwould sug-
gest it on a dull afternoon but not for
an impatient filmgocr.
The Home and The World is play-
ing at The Flicks Oct. 9 and 10 and
Oct. 13 and 14. It contains no offen-
sive content and nearly all violence
lakes place off-screen.
Foreign language films have always
confused me. The reviewer side says"
"Gee, that's not bad-for a film that
wasn't made in Hollywood or Lon-
don:' The human side'says, "It's nice
to sec another side of things-if Ijust
didn't have to read those damned
subtitles:' Such is the case with India-
made The Home and The World.
The plot involves a liberal-minded
maharajah, his morally declining
friend' and the maharajah's wife
Calendar---=-------------------------
Wednesday, Oct. 9
Theater Arts Production, The
Glass Menagrie, 8:15 p.m., through
Oct. 12.
Thursday, Oct. 10
•'oreigner in concert, Pavilion, 8
p.m,
Campus Crusade for Christ film,
Misconceptions of Christianity Part
1, SUB Nez Perce Room, 7:30 p.m.
I'riday, Oct. 11
SPB film, Muddy River. SUB Ada
Lounge, 7 p.m., admission is $1 for
OnStage-
Broadway Bar: Risky Business
Crazy Horse: Down Time
Hennessey's: Kevin Kirke and Sally
Tibbs
Pengilly's: Jack McGrath and Mike
Beck
Peter Schott's: Gene Harris
Red Lion Downtowner: I.Q.
Tom Gminey's: Elixir
Victor's: Dee Anderson and Mariah
Whiskey River: Warning
BSU students, faculty and staff, and
$2.50 for the general public.
Hobo March for Vocational
Technical School Scholarships.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Legend
of Sleepy Hollow, Morrison Center
Stage II, 7 p.m.
Plano recital, Del Parkinson, Mor-
rison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Mini-meet; Decathlon and hep-
tathlon, Stadium, noon.
George Roberts exhibit, BSU
Museum of Art, Liberal Arts
Building, through Nov. I.
Saturday, Oct. 12
Boise Philharmonic, with violinist
Mark Kaplan, Morrison Center.
SPB film, Fire 011 the Plain. SUB
Ada Lounge, 7 p.rn., admission is $1
for BSU students, faculty and staff,
and $2.50 for the general public .
Mini-meet, Decathlon and hep-
lath Ion, Stadium, noon.
Idaho Archaelogical Society con-
ference, LA 106,8:30 a,m.-3:30 p.m.
Sunday, 'Oct. I3
SPB film, RasllOllIOIpUB Ada
Lounge, 7 p.rn, admission is $1 for
BSU students, faculty and staff, 'and
$2.50 for the general public.
Music department fall concert,
Morrison Center, 8 p.m.
Monday,' Oct. 14
Photographs by Sandy Dutton, In-
dians, second 11001' of the, SUB,
through Nov. 3; reception for the ar-
tist, 7 p.rn,
Tuedsay, Oct. 15
Myron Floren Show, Morrison
Rating system: four thumbs-up is
ncar perfect; four thumbs-down is
unbearable.
Center, 7 p.m.
ASBSU fall elections poll workers
sign-up sheets due, Student Activities
Office, SUB 205.
Wednesday, Oct. 16
World Hunger Day Aclivitles, Stu-
dent Activities Office.
Boise MayomI Candidate Sym-
posium, SUB Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
Teleconference, "Food and Pover-
ty: Perspectives, Policies.Prospects;'
Library, EMS Viewing Room, 10
a.m-I p.m.
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Decision Sciences Professor Gerald LaCava plots sites for air quality sampling on
Bolse map. Photo by John Replogle
by Kirk Spelman
The University Neil'S
, '
Faculty at llSU have varied experiences and opinions about offering
consultations to private businesses.
Dr. Spencer Wood of the geology and geophysics department said he
has consulted on and off for the past 15 years.
'il spend 15 to 20 percent of my summer time consulting:' Wood said.
"I work up proposals that I think arc important, then send them to
people who have the money to spend;' he said.
"Flyers arc also sent to me with work proposals on them!' he said.
One reason Wood offers consultations is because equipment is often
purchased for BSU through consulting arrangements, he said.
"I have considered becoming just a professional consultant but would
much rather be associated with teaching and students. If I'm consulting,
I like to spend 80 percent of my time teaching. 1 worked as a research
scientist for one veal' and really missed the .studcuts. There's also the
problem of overdoing:' Wood said. .
Within the geology department, "seven out of nine professors con-
suit:' he said.
"I don't sec that there arc anyproblems between those professors
who do consult and those who don't within this department:' he said.
"People we've worked with arc generally pleased with the end product
because often they keep coming back:' he said.
Some of the projects Wood has been involved with include earthquake
prediction, geothermal water exploration and volcano study, he said.
"One reason that I do consulting is to keep up professionally with
current research practices:' he said. .
"Sometimes it's a problem to. keep ethical principles about consulting
and teaching. My principal function is teaching and I don't want to let
that out of sight:' Wood said.
Another reason that Wood consults is that he can write scholarly
publications about what was found out during the research, he said. "I
won't do highly confidential studies that can't be released to the public:'
Wood generally receives the same salary as he gets at the university
pay rate, he said.
Dr. Michael Merz of the accounting department. also consults to
maintain professional involvement with the business world, he said.
Among projects that he has been involved with are a Double Tax
Study for. the city of Boise and appraisal of stocks for a privately-held
corporation.
One reason he does this is so "I can write and publish articles on
what I've found out:' he. said.
"I've consulted for ten years and I'm going to keep on going as long
as I'm a professor,' he said.
"I'd never quit teaching, I just consult to maintain professional in-
6 The University News' Wednesday, October 9, 1985
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Professors 'n
Communication Professor Ed McLuskie. Photo by John Replogle
volvcmcnt:' Mcrz said
"Within the accounting department, there arc no tensions right now
between those who do consult and those who don't, but if a professor
doesn't maintain his proper BSU duties, there definitely would be ten-
sion:' he said.
"Consulting makes professors with an expertise available to businesses
that need help in that area:' Mcrz said.
"Rarely my consulting takes away lime from my teaching. Students
benefit from my consulting because real world applications make the
subject more interesting. If done correctly and not abused, consulting
can benefit the classes greatly;' he said.
Merz has also had a high success rate, he said. If a business calls
back for repeat work, such as the city of Boise did with the tax study,
originally done in 1978, that means they were pleased with what was
done, he said.
Dr. Ben L. Parker of the communication department, who did nOl
want to reveal the places where he's consulting because of the subject
matter involved, has been consulting for 12 years, he said.
Parker said he tries not teach summer school and usually docs most '.
of his workshops May through Sept.
"BSU is my primary purpose:' he said, adding that it might be easy
to get trapped into consulting and if this happens, the professor should
leave teachng.
"Usually firms hear about me by word-of-mouth. I don't write pro-
posals and send them to different businesses:' Parker.
In the past, Parker's consulting work has included workshops on the
changing trends toward humanistic management and listening for com-
prehension, he said.
Many of the programs Parker docs in his consulting work are ones
that "the individual majors should- take upon themselves to accomplish
while they're in schood, such as basic public speaking;' he said.
"If they would take it upon themselves, there wouldn't be such a need
for consulting," Parker said.
"BSU is such a community-oriented school that the community has
become very dependent on us:' he said.
"Consulting makes the professor attempt. to stay currenr because the
professor is expected to know about-current books and pay attention
to what's going on in the world:' he said. i
"As long as the professor's job is being done correctly, whatever they
do in their own time is their business:' Parker said. .
"I can understand why some people don't want to consult and if I
did it just for the money, I'd go into private consulting:' Parker said.
"I would feel good if I didn't have to do another basic skills
workshop because that would mean that the universities would be doing
what they need to do:' he said. .
"I'm not trying to compete with private consulters:' Parker said ..
.
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"Community-involved projects that don't pay anything arc something
that I'm involved with, too:' he said.
Dr. Gerald LaCava of the decision sciences department said he has
consulted for nearly 14 years.
"I received my degree 14 years ago and I started on projects soon after
I've been as active as ever since I came here four years ago:' Lat.ava, .
Virtualy all the projects LaCava has been involved with have been
ones for which the company contacted him, he said.
"I just finished a project for the city on planning community -
development. We asked residents how tliey thought public money should
be raised and spent:' he said.
"I spent six months, 30 hours total, on this project,. I try to do only
one or two projects a year,' LaCava.
Consulting is helpful in terms of teaching and to the classroom situa-
tion, LaCava said. "It's easy to bring work into the classroom and
students are particularly interested when I talk about actual consulting
that I've done;' he said.
"I would probably never. leave teaching to become a consultant, but
as long as the offers still come in, I'll keep consulting:' LaCava said.
"I consult for the money and to enhance the classroom situation. I
research to keep up professionally;' he said.
LaCava said he docs a lot of consulting over the phone for no pay.
He answers questions that people have without charging, he said.
Some other projects that he's been involved with include two jobs
with timber companies regarding labor negotiations and forecasting
timber values. He has also worked in Boise on the Air Quality Board
sampling wood stoves and their impact on the environment, he said.
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Boise Mayor Dick Eardley (center) discusses a tax study compiled Iiy BSU professors David Groebner (left Decl-
sion Sciences) and Michael Merz (right, Accounting). Photo by John Replogle •
..
Professor Spencer Woodconsulling the U.S.G.S. on an earthquake tec.tonic project at YakutatGlacier, Yakutat. Alaska. Photo courtesy of Spencer Wood
I
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"I usually take small projects that only take five to eight hours of my
time total:' laCava said.
Dr. Ed McLuskie of the communication department said he isn't sure
what the future. will look like if more and more professors begin
consulting.
"I understand that people may be doing consulting because of money
reasons. Faculty aren't paid for what they're worth:' he said.
"What I'm concerned about is the tics between research and society
and teaching and society. People should question those ties and I don't
sec that happening:' McLuskie said.
"This isn't happening in this department, but I get worried when I
sec people away for three days consulting. This may not be a problem
on this campus but irisin other places. At Stanford, several of the
communication department faculty left because the school was putting
too much pressure to go out and get 'big bucks: Others left to start up
professional consulting:' McLuskie said.
"The same situation could happen at a state university where students
could get cut off]' he said. McLuskie said he would like to sec a limit
placed on the amount of consulting professors arc allowed to do.
"No two different institutions, such as the university and privatecorn-
pany, arc alike. Their purposes arc different and they have a different
point of view;' he said.
~'I want to keep the discussion (of the pros and cons of consulting)
alive and I don't hear that happening. Is it over, I wonder,' McLuskie
said.
"Within one or two generations, I'm afraid that no one will question
consulting:' he said.
"Teaching seems to be geared to the corporate world and I wonder if
we'll ever be able to question advanced capitalism:' he said.
Since faculty members arc not paid well, there may be not enough
money for a professor to associate with his contemporaries in other
parts of lhe country. So they feci to keep up professionally, they need to
consult, he said, adding "But what is the definition of professional?"
"When a professor consults, someone else is defining what they're
bringing back. It's heavily mediated by the other institution:' he said.
"I wonder if the university has an identity of its -own or' not:'
McLuskie said.
"When a faculty member goes up for a promotion, how much con-
sulting done is a factor. It's part of the profession now. Consulting is
acquiring the same status as research and I don't think it deserves it:'
McLuskie said.
"I'm not sure all of the people who consult actually approve of it:'
he said, adding that he feels such encouragement of consulting is
unfortunate.
:'Time spent consulting is time taken away from something else;' he
said. '
Some professors arc between a rock and a hard place (as to whether
or not to consult) which is not a good position from the standpoint of
the students or the university;' McLuskie said. '
,.-
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200 stations to broadcast Mr. Potato Head
by Kirk Spelman
Tile University News
r :
Boise and BSU will soon be in the
natiohaleye thanks to the 'Mr.
Potato Head for Mayor'campaign.
According to Alumni Relations
Director Dyke Nalley, videotaped and
recorded clips of the campaign will
be sent to over 200 television and
radio stations nationwide.
Sigma Phi Epsilon President Scot
Compton said Jane Karlin of the
GBI Advertising Agency in New York
City contacted him in the middle of
the summer to start arranging ac-
tivities for the campaign.
"One-half of the campaign was to
promote the Hasbro Toy Co. and the
other half was for the promotion of
Boise and DSU:' Compton said.
"A film crew from New York came
here with Mr. Potato Head and hired
students from the communication
department to help with the produc-
tion:' Compton said.
Within a few weeks, Mr. Potato
Head should appear on Lute Night
With DUI'id Letterman with various
clips from his campaign, he said.
People magazine will be doing a story
on him and Mr. Potato Head may be
a guest dee jay on MTV, Compton
said.
"The other candidates for mayor
all acted favorably;' Compton said,
adding that Mr. Potato Head's
greatest support seemed to come
from Campus Elementary School.
"When Istarted handing out caps
and buttons, lwas mobbed:' he said.
Twenty thousand dollars went in-
to the local economy as a direct result
of the campaign.
"This was a great promotion for
BSU nationally" Compton said.
Advertising Consultant Jim
Hawkes was also contacted by the
same New York agency and helped to
organize activities.
"\ was contacted in early August
and have been working on the pro-
ject since mid-August;' Hawkes said.
"People in their thirties and forties
grew up playing with Mr. Potato
Head and he was very popular then.
Since, he's taken a backseat to new
electronic toys;' Hawkes said.
Parents enjoyed having their
childrens' pictures taken with the
Potato family, he said.
"I want to stress that this was a lot
of fun:' Hawkes said.
made a proposal to bring together
those interested in politics. Wright's
proposal became a reality when the
If you're interested in becoming ASBSU Judiciary approved the
more involved in the IlSU political Political Science Association as a
system, there's a new club on campus recognized student organization Oc-
offering that opportunity and more. tober 3.
-The Political'Sciencc Association--- Other officers of the group. arc:
has the "ability to provide a valuable vice president John Johnson, and
service to ourselves and to the com- treasurer Kim Bostock.
munity as a non-partisan enhance- The association is dedicated to
mcnt of the political process;' promoting political science through
association President John "discussions focusing upon points of
Groesbeck said. view from A to Z", Political Science
Nearly a year ago Richard Wright, and Philosophy Department Chair-
who is now the association secretary, man and the group's adviser Dr.
b)' Cindy Schuppan
The University Neil'S
i
11lnii'iiiJun
fiE MAI(ES EVIL AN [VENT
DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRESENTS
STEPHEN KING'S SILVER BULLET' GARY BUSEY' EVERETT McGILL
COREY HAIM ' MUSIC BY JAY CHATTAWAY' BASED ON THE
NOVELETTE "'CYCLEOF THE WEREWOLF"' BY STEPHEN KING
SCREENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING· PRODUCED BY MARTHA SCHUMACHER ft
R .;:,-:;:..:.:...DIRECTED BY DANIEL ATTIAS' A P~R.A.MOUN.:r.PICTlJ.RE".• ,.
Starts Friday, October 11 at a theater near you.
Mayoral candidates Don Winder and Glen Selander (at right) meet fellow candidate, Mr. Potato Head lit a rally
on the steps of the Capitol Building. Photo by Stephen J. Grant
Willard Overgaard said.
Groesbeck said he would like the
group to augment classroom instruc-
tion by presenting topics which are
not covered by current class offerings
due to financial constraints.
A "Political Science Annual
_. Review" containing the best BSU stu-
dent research in the field for agiven
year will be published by the Associa-
tion in April. The competition is
open to all political science majors
and members of the Political Science
Association. An endowment will be
established to provide continued fun-
ding for the publication. Donations
to that fund may be made to the
University Foundation c/o the
Political Science Association.
The group is sponsoring a mayoral
r----·Good ForOne FreeWorkout-----1
~
~'-L~ I
,la,- Phone: 322·7418 I
* * I, .'. I
GYM. I
I
I
I
I
I
~_Mt~~~~~~ ~~~Ustic~ ~~~~~_J
Matt Ellingson
Owner
symposium Oct. 16 in the SUB
Ballroom, allowing the candidates an
opportunity to express their view-
points and respond to the audience's
questions. The association will also
hold a similar symposium for guber-
natorial candidates in the spring.
Monthly afternoon seminars are
being planned to address political
issues. The first discussion, guided by
Dr. Peter Lichtenstein of the
economics department, covers the
development of worker cooperatives
as an alternate means of property
ownership. The talk is tentatively
scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Oct. 30 in the
Administration Building room 215.
On the lighter side, the group is ar-
ranging to hold a Halloween "come
as your favorite political leader"
Men's & Women's BodybUilding
* Weight Loss
* Weight Gain
* Polaris Equipment
* Free Weights
The Laundry Bag
costume party. The date, time and
location will be announced later.
The association meets every other
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m, in room
A2l5. No fees arc charged and
membership is open to all interested
BSU students. For further informa-
tion, telephone the Political Science
. Department at 1458 or drop by room" -
A2l8.
Due to a reporting error, money
raised by The BSU Foundation dur-
ing two recent book fairs was
generated not only by faculty
members but also by the Association
of Classified and Professional
Employees.
Association provides 'valuable service'
Next Week in
llle university
NEWS
'Part one of a three-
part story on
student government
'Handicapped access
.A return of back
FICA-
'The 2.5 percent
holdback and BSU's
budget
Boise State
Christ Chapel
Sunday Morning
Chapel Study 9:15;10:15 a.m.
Thursday Evening
College/Career Fellowship
7:00 p.rn, at Central Assembly
transportatlon: provided-call
Pastor Van Folletleo376·7272
12000 Fairview Ave, Boise
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Long Beach victorious by one point
Broncos fall short
Knight for a safety and a 16-10 BSU
lead.
The Broncos, having stuck to the
running plan for four quarters, then
went to the air attack. It didn't work.
On a second-and-20 play follow-
ing a fuccmask tpenalty, Choa\es·
lifted-a long pass to Hunter and was
intercepted by Long Beach State
defensive back Ronald Frost at the
4ger four yard line. .
Long Beach State then ran the
most impressive drive of the game, a
96-yard romp that used up more than
seven minutes. The drive climaxed on
an eight-yard pass from Gaynor to
junior wide receiver Charles Lockett.
Each team began the game with
stiff defense, and the first score did
not come until there were only five
seconds remaining in the' first half.
. BSU opened the second half with
an 85-yard drive that ended when
Choates faked a handoff to Jon
Francis, who dove over the line while
Choates waltzed around the left side
for the two-yard scoring rim,
Following a punt by each team,
Gaynor tossed a nine-yarder to
fullback Mark Templeton, giving
Long Beach State a 10-7 lead,
Francis, slowly regaining the form
that earned him the Newcomer-of-
the-Year Award in the Big Sky Con-
ference for 1984, rushed for 122 yards
to lead all backs in that category,
. Gaynor, renowned for his passing
ability after finishing third in the na-
tion in passing last season to
Brigham Young University's Robbie
Bosco and Boston College's Helsrnan
Trophy recipient Doug Flutie, com"
by Chris Walton
The University Neil'S
The BSU Broncos came within two
. feet Saturday night of raising their
record above .500 for the first time
this season. That's how far short of
the crossbar Roberto Moran's field
goal attempt fell with nine seconds
remainig in the game, leaving Long
Beach State University with a 17-16
win. .
The Broncosovceall record 1I0W
stands at 2-3 with a.1-1 Big Sky Con-
ference mark. The' loss' to Long
Beach State docs not count in con-
terence standings.
Moran's attempt, the only one for
BSU in the game, came after the
Broncos had mounted a 56-yard drive
and let nine seconds run off the clock
after a second-down run before call-
ing timeout.
The kick, which was nearly block-
ed by Long' Beach State, took a high,
arching path tothe goalposts and fell
.just short, leaving seven seconds in
the quarter. Long. Beach State
quarterback Doug Gaynor then fell
on the ball in the final play to run
out the clock.
With 10:39 remaining, BSU had
looked to be in the catbird scat as
quarterback Hazsen Choates rolled
left and threw a four-yard pass to
Dale Goodwin in the end zone for a
14-10 Bronco lead.
On the ensuing kickoff, Long
Beach State-returner Sheldon Gaines
fumbled the ball at the 4ger goal line
and couldn't pick it up before being
tackled by junior linebacker Brian
IlSU's Tony Hunter (number 16) sprints by Long lleachStatedefenders as Pat Fitzgerald is taken out of play'
by all LBSU tackle. Photo by Stephen J. Grant
pIe ted 25 of 33 passes for 264 yards
and two touchdowns while Choates
completed 12 of22 for 180 yards and
one scoring toss,
Bronco linebacker Jim Ellis con-
tinued to lead the team in tackles
with 12, including eight unassisted
tackles and two sacks. Robert Bloc
added 10 tackles, while Michael
Johnson had nine.
The Broncos arc idle Saturday, but
will meet conference foe Northern
Arizona University Oct. 19 in Bron-
co Stadium.
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also said it is a very cheap. sport,
because the only equipment players
need arc shinguards, cleats, and a
ball.
The team currently practices in the
area between the SUB and the ten-
nis courts. Although it has soccer
goals, King said "It is not a real soc-
cer field; but it is currently in the
works to make a real field out of the
area:' The team practices on Mon-
days, Tuesdays, and'. Fridays, and
games usually arc played. on the
weekends, Butler said the team may
also be attending· a tournament
-on the· weekcnd of Oct. 20 or
Oct. 26.
Those interested in joining the club
should. contact ,Butler at 345-7908,
King at 385-3526,01' Fclton at
342-0000.
Felton also said he would be
available to do players' c1inicsJor any
teams that wanted them, and that he
will do free clinics during theseas0n.
. by Terrell Silverman
Tile Uriiversity News
The DSU Soccer Club is looking
forward to a winning season, accor-
ding to club vice president Stephen
:"King. .
,,: "We. have a good coach this year,
:.:i'and it is the first time we've had a
:·;,:coach for quite a while, which is help-
.;,,:ring usl'King said.· .
\){1:;\ The team is currently in the second
f'; ivision with a 3-1-1 win-loss record,
i' ut King said "The players on our
j; team .definit~ly ha.v~ ~he ability to
r.o play III the fIrst dIVISIon, alt.hough
! currently our team cohesiveness is
" not well developed enough. It will be
f, for sure by the spring season,
though:' .
Coach Trent Felton said he believes
the team is"well organized, and we
arc hoping toatte'nd some college
tournaments in the late fall and enr-
Iy spring:' The team record last year
was 10-4-1. •
Felton, who is also the coach of the
Treasure Valley Under-16team, and
the director of coaches for the Idaho
Youth Soccer Association, said he
would like to sec more people tryout
for the soccer team.
. Club president Dan Butler said
"We need more supporters for our
team. We haven't had very many peo-
ple showing up for games. Also we
welcome anybody who would like. to
play for the team:' Butler said that
females may be able to join the club
next semester. _
According to King, soccer is one of
SIGN UP NOW!
Sign up Information and event details are now avaitable at:
DEADLINES:
Co-ed-s-Oct. 16, 1985
Mens & Womens
Nov. 6, 1985
PLACE: I.M. Office
TIME: 6:30 a,m. til
. . 9:00 p.II1 ..
Sigll-ups for Mens,
Womens, & Co-Ree
Volleyball will
take place:Neil Lansey and Alberto Arllvjo·
I>icelotti (foreground) batlle for
posHion. "boto by Chris Iluller
the most active sports because it is
virtually non-slOp, and it consists of
two 45-minute halves. He said "It's
a vcry tactical sport, and players must
be able to think quickly. The average
player runs anywhere from 5 to 7
milcs per game:' King said that soc'
eel' is n relatively 101Vinjury sport. He
Come oul and En ...
joy Ihe fun!!
JEFF'S VOLKSWAGEN SPECIALISTS
Since 1963
VW SPECIAL
$29.95
Parts and Labor
----<eD.---Irt'mfiMURfiLSA COMPLETE REPAIR SHOPComplete Service & RepairsFor Most German andJapanese Motor Vehicles
-rUNE·UPS -.onAKES
. -ELECTRICAL
-MAJOR & MINOR ENGINE
OVERHAULS
-AUTO EMISSIONS AUrHORIZED
SERVICE CENTER
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Leagues begin
Student bowling leagues arc now
under way in .the SUB Recreation,
Center with a variety of leagues open
to all students, staff, their families
and friends.
Cost per week is $3 for three
league games. ·ro.reservea.spot •.:,·· CIC ~
phone 385.1456. . '.' 1-..;....;...;.;;,;,;...-==:.......:;:=::...--------- ...... Wednesday,OctobCr9,I985 The University News 9
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ACROSS 38 Savings certlll-
, cate: abbr.
1 Corded cloth 40 Jump
4 Cooled lava 42 Bread
6 Floats ingredient
11 Foreigners 45 Parcel 01 land
13 Permits 47 Baker's
15 River in Italy products
16 Robot bomb 49 Gaming cubes
18 Babylonian 50 Word of sorrow
del ty 52 Title 01 respect
19 Proceed 54 Note 01 scale
21 Period 01 fasting 55 Negative prellx
22 Merit 56 Sham
24 Nuisance 59 Symbol for
26 Unit of Chinese ruthenium
currency 61 Dark red
28 The first woman 63 Makes a end
29 Ancient charlot m s
31 Formally precise 65 Evaluates
33 Teutonic deity 66 Concerning
34 Turkish Ilag 67 Po~m
36 Killed
© 1984 United Feature Syndicate
DOWN 30Prolound
1 Knock 32 Reward
2 E'ncomlums 35 Young ladies
3 Greek letter 37 Bemoan
4 Dye plant 38 Require
5 Item of property 39 Unit of currency
41 Fuel
6 Restaurant 43 F toht dworkers rig ene
7 Ever one 44 Symbol fory tellurium
8 Escape 46 Symbol lor
91<s lar as tantalum
10 Veer 48 Besmirch
12 Printer's 51 Blemish
measure. 53 Heraldry:
14 More rational grafted
17 Break suddenly 57 Fish eggs
20 Greek mountain 58 Execute
23 Diphthong 60 Employ
24 Hebrew letter 62 Sun god
25 Narrate 64 Negative
27 Flower
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~ MY fACe %liTH
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tlifr10 PO/ 71IKC !'f( tIIS!,
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I 2 for II Uccr or Winc with any Sandwich
I d~~~"~l'~~~·'.)JJ.I ~1m(;;s;,.~t1""I'Ift::~'
I Em~OO 5
·110th and Main, in the Idanha
I Mon.-Fri: 7:00-3:00
I Saturday: II :00-3:00
I 385-0101.1 . _
Boise Pawn·
Cash Loans
$5-$5000
501 N. Orchard
Accross from McDonald's
322-2684
BPregnant?Needhelp?
Free pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
All help is confidential & free
* HEYWOOD'S *
RESALE
Get
Quallty·Contemporary·Clean
Mens, Womens, and Chlldrens
Clothing & Accessories
Dishes/Nic·Nacs/Books
& Much More
1520 Vista
344~5008 ..
in OctoIJer at tlte
---Union Street Cafe----I
DEAR SPUDS, What is
the meaning of Ufe?
Phil Phrom Philosophy
DEAR SPUDS. I have a
bad case of the doldrums.
My sweetheart is out of
town and Ihave nothing
to do.
Heavy Heart
DEAR PHIL, Alii know is
what my qreat-uncle Phuds
told me: "Every good thing
is going to happen to one
party or another. so always
keep plenty of BUD LIGHT
on hand:' After all, I'd hate
to wake up some morning
with a friend at-the door
saying. "You should have
been there last niqht!'!'
DEAR HEAVY HEART.
Sounds 'as if you need the
sure cure for the doldrums.
Get out your party hats.
confetti ar.d streamers. put
some BUD LIGHT on ice
and invite your friends over
fora party. '
SI'I/II your toner» (I) SI'/I lvtackentle P.O. Box 2()3.~ Bois« III 837iJ2
BUD
LIGHT
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ANSWER
TO
LAST
WEEK'S
PUZZLE
BOISE
• Franklin Shopping (enter 344·6116
• Albertsons Market Place 343·1361
• F.airvjew & S:Mile 376·7177
OPEN: M.I. w .F 9:00·8. Th 9:00·9.~J. 9·5:)0. ~lIn11-5
NAMPA'. Karcher Mall 466-0402
, OPEN: ''''on -Fro 10-9. ~J 9'0. ~l,", 11-5
'~ ...··lhirdDi.nsion
• .: f/I
;:- Quality Hair Care.' .
__ • "'.. whole", yo", '*' Cuts
Soft Subtle, Smooth
, -
a new view for fall!
HAIRCUT s 6.95
BLO-CUT
Shampoo. CulblQ,Slyhng
$ 9.50 men$11.50women
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
-Classified
Help Wanted
The University News is now hiring a
layout and ad design artist. Must be
able to work evenings and nights.
Newspaper and ad design experience
would be helpful. Apply at The
University News office, on the se-
cond floor of the SUB.
ALL-AROUND RESTAURANT
HELP, 20 HRS.lWEEK, EARLY
MORNINGS, M-E CALL RICK,
385-0101, BEFORE 3:00 P.M.
We need reporters! We're willing to
train, if you're willing to learn. Stop
by Tne university News office, se-
cond floor of the SUB anytime.
MARKETING COMPANY SEEKS
DAYS/WEEK ASSISTING STU-
APPL YING FOR CREDIT
CARDS. EARN $30-$50/DA Y.
CALL 1-800-932-0528. EARN
$30-$50/DAY. CALL 1-800-932-
0528.
ARE YOU OBSESSED with getting
everything exactly right? Does the
sight of a misspelled word make
fangs begin to grow at the corner of
yourmouth? Does a run-on sentence
make hair grow on the palm of your
hands? If so, don't go to the doctor,
come to The University News office
on the second floor of the SUB. We
need a few good grammarians. Stop
by now and we'll put your pen to
work. We pay copyeditors.
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
re-rnailing letters from homel Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope for
information/application. Associates,
Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203.
FEDERAL, STATE, and Civil Ser-
vice jobs now available in you area.
For info call, (602)837-3401 Dept.
1190.
m[DI
-
. ._.,~
$1O-$360/WEEK & UP mailing cir-
culars! No Quotas! Sincerely interest-
ed rush self-addressed envelope: Suc-·
cess, P.O. Box 470 CEO, Woodstock,
IL. 60098. -
Rooms for Rent
Rooms: Folks or guests coming to
visit? Reserve a room for them at
VICTORIA'S BED & BREAK-
FAST. Courteous service, .profes-
sional atmosphere; homey country
setting, relaxing and friendly. Cour-
tesy transportation and full meals
available by arrangement. Boise
362-0507.
APT. FOR RENT-I bdrm. $125 mo.
plus util. Female only. 344-5305.
For Sale
"PIONEERS, FARMERS, HUN-
TERS, TAMING, HUNTING,
LIVING THE LAND. THE
GEMS OF OUR MOUNTAINS ...
IDAHOANS!" The Unknown
IDAHO! An authentic poem writ-
ten with love for our beautiful
state. Given as a gift to each
governor of the U.S. at the 1985 Na-
tional Governors' Conference! Wow!
An autographed copy of. this com-
memorative poem can be yours for
just $5.95, includes postage and
handling. Send check or money order
to: THE UNKNOWN IDAHO, 860
Sherwood Street, Box 157, Boise, ID.
83706.
Hot Bit for sale in the BSU
Bookstore.
BSU student has suffered great
misfortune. Needs to sell Recliner
Chair. Green/gold, has two small
worn spots-s-otherwise EX-
CELLENT condition!! Call after 8
a.rn. before 9 p.m. "*342-2510*·*
'ONLY sso.oot (CASH!)
Services
..
STUDY HELP *learn study method
·deerease study time by 60% *better
grades GUARANTEEDJ! Send $5.00
to: STUDY HELP, 302 Torbett, Suite
110, Richland, WA 99352.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING-Term
papers, resumes, letters, etc. Word
processing. Call Sue, The Finished
Product.. 343-7820.
Miscellaneous
Work Wanted-married Grad.
stud.zvet, NEEDS work due to a
misfortune. VERY patient-good
grades. CALL 342-2510. Good with
kids, too! $4/hour.
Poetry Contest-The Hannibal
Writers Club is sponsoring a
worldwide poetry contest, open to all
poets. Cash prizes. For official rules,
send S.A.S.E. to HWC Publications,
P.O. Box 821, Hannibal, MO 63401.
wanted-l-Persons interested in
modeling for photographer. Ask for
Karen at 376-9502 or 385-1464 for
more information.
CHAHEE A-3 PINHEADS.
WILSON PRO-STAFF JACK BUST'N MAKES US FEEL
KRAMER TENNIS RACKET FOR GOOD!!! So watch out everyone!
$30.00. CALL 385-3415.
Good
Wednesday
Only...
With coupon get our
16" regular crust
pepperoni pizza,
plus 2 Cokes for $9.65
It's wild!
Hours:
Sun.-Thurs. 4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Fri.-Sat. 4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Domino's Pizza Delivers
1013 Vista
343·5995 Drivers carry less than $20.Limited delivery area.
,r-••--.-----------------,
• I: Only $9.65 :
: Get our 16" regular crust :
I pepperoni pizza plus . I
I 2 Cokes. I
• II II One coupon per pizza. •
I . Good Today Only I
• Domino's Pizza Delivers I
• : . 1013 Vista I
• 343·5995 I· . ..: - ..,------_ .._._------------
'~ ...
-- ..•.
. l!' .'••
WITH SPECIAL GUEST
THE ROD DYER BAND
IN CONCERT .
opening in early October
5321 Emerald
between
Orchard and Curtis
323·1700
Rooms to Rent
Special Rate for
BSU Guest
Victoria's
Bed and Breakfast
.,
10325 West Victory
Boise. Idaho 83709
Ii 208·362-0507
~K;.==::;l ...iE;==;:7~==;;3E;=='"=:;==~=;;;::::;l~==J~
PRESENTS
PAULCLARR
BAND
CAPITAL HIGH
AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20
7:00 EM.
o Love Offering Will· Be Taken 0
To Cover Expenses
Coming Up - Terry Talbot - Friday. Dec. 13
CD CaU322~0054 for further information •
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Graduate to a
higher degree of calling convenience.
Now you can charge long distance phone calls
easily, even though you don't have phone service
In your name.
Introducing the Toll-Only Calling Card from
Mountain Bell.
" With this special card, you won't need a
pocketful of change to make a call from a pay
phone. And you can forget the hassle of having
to call collect or billing a third party-on all the
long distance and local calls you make.
No other calling card offers you the conven-
ience and range of service this card offers. With
the Toll-Only Calling Card, you can call from
anywhere, at any time, to any place inside and
'Subject to a one-time charge plus acreditverification and/or a refundable securitv deposit.
outside your long distance calling area.
r: Better still, you'll be billed separately for your
calls. That means you can call whenever. the spirit
moves you, and pay for the call at a later date. And
save yourself and your roommates a lot of time and
trouble trying to figure out who owes what on the
monthly phone bill.
For more information about the Toll-Only
Calling Card," call your local Mountain Bell
business office. Find out how you can enjoy a higher
degree of calling
convemence @
than you ever ..., ,,, .M t'· B II
knew before. ~ ounatn e
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